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Partition Recovery course 

Lesson 4 – LDM basics 
Practice part 

Task – Finding all the PRIVHEAD copies and VBLK blocks 
According to the task, we have two image files of disks on which LDM is used. First, we need to mount 

these VHD images into Disk Management: Action - > Attach VHD. Note that disks are displayed as Dynamic 

disks with Invalid status.  

 

Such a picture in Disk Management suggests that most likely metadata on these disk image files is 

damaged.  

Next launch ReclaiMe Pro and remove all the checkmarks. Since we are planning to work with Disk Editor 

only, turning off the automatic scan provides faster startup. In the Disk and partition list window, select the 

first disk, and click Disk editor where you immediately see the content of sector 0. The automatic mode of 

recognition tells us that this is an MBR sector with a partition of a special type (0x42). As we already know 

from the lesson, such a type of partition is used when LDM operates with an MBR disk. Therefore, we need 

to search for PRIVHEAD in the sector 6 while two more copies of PRIVHEAD are located in the end of the 

disk. As for LDM database, it is located at the end of the disk as well, just before the PRIVHEAD copies.  

Type "6" in the LBA field and go to the sector 6. As we expected, we are in the sector with PRIVHEAD.  

 

Since we are confident that other copies of PRIVHEAD are stored in the end of the disk, we need to search 

for them closer to the end. For the fast search, type, say, 99%, in the at field, check LDM PRIVHEAD in the 

Object tab, and click Find next. So, the next copy of PRIVHEAD is located at LBA 33 554 240. To find the next 

copy of PRIVHEAD, click Find next, and get it at LBA 33 554 431. Total, we have found three PRIVHEAD copies. 
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LDM database containing VBLK blocks is stored before PRIVHEAD; that's why we can start from the point we 

stopped when searching for PRIVHEAD. In the Object tab, uncheck LDM PRIVHEAD and check LDM VBLK, and 

then click Find previous. The first found VBLK is empty and it just gives us the end address of the VBLK array. 

Thus, such a strategy is not an optimal one and it would be better to start with 99%, like we did with 

PRIVHEAD, and search for VBLK blocks using Find next. Do that and, as a result, ReclaiMe Pro immediately 

finds the first group of VBLK blocks at LBA 33 552 402. Here we see a description of nine LDM objects while 

the remaining VBLKs are empty. Usually, the VBLK array is filled from the beginning to the end; however, if 

many elements were deleted, there may be a gap in the middle of the VBLK array. That's why we recommend 

actually viewing all the elements.  

 

Now it's time for the second disk – select it in ReclaiMe Pro and launch Disk editor. Similar to the disk with 

MBR, first we get into the sector 0, which is recognized as MBR with the only difference being that now we 

see a GPT protective partition. Therefore, we expect to see GPT in the sector 1; go to there by entering "1" 

into the LBA field and find ourselves in the GPT header. 
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As we know from the lesson, for a disk with GPT, Windows creates a special partition to store LDM metadata. 

The partition is located at the beginning of the physical disk. To get the exact location of the partition, we 

need to check GPT entries, which are located in the next sector. Go to the sector 2 and get the following:  

 

The partition storing LDM metadata starts in the sector 34 and ends in the sector 2081. As we know, 

PRIVHEAD is located at the end of the partition, so it makes sense to go to the sector 2081 immediately by 

double clicking Last physical sector. Here it is the PRIVHEAD: 

 

Continue searching for the PRIVHEAD copies starting from the current address in an upward direction (to 

the beginning of the disk): switch to the Object tab, check LDM PRIVHEAD, and click Find previous. The next 

PRIVHEAD is found at LBA 1890 and there is no more PRIVHEAD copies. Total, we got two copies of 

PRIVHEAD. 

Move on to searching for VBLK blocks which are located in the LDM database stored at the beginning of the 

partition. Go to the sector 34, which, as we might expect, is empty because the LDM database usually starts 

a few dozen sectors later. Use the automatic object search in ReclaiMe Pro: Object tab - > LDM VBLK - > 

Find next. The first series of blocks is located at LBA 52. Start counting them and get nine non-empty blocks.  
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Conclusion 
For the MBR disk, we found three PRIVHEADs and nine VBLKs. The optimal searching strategy is: 

 First go to the sector 6 and find the first PRIVHEAD copy. 

 Then go to the end of the disk, say at 99%, and use the automatic search function in ReclaiMe Pro 
to find LDM objects: first PRIVHEAD and then VBLK blocks. 

For the GPT disk, we found two PRIVHEADs and nine VBLKs. The optimal searching strategy is: 

 First, check GPT entries to get the beginning and the end of the partition storing LDM metadata.  

 Go to the end of the partition and get one of the PRIVHEAD copies. 

 Being at the end of the partition, use the automatic search function (in Find previous direction) 
specifying LDM PRIVHEAD as a target and find one more copy.  

 Go to the beginning of the partition and use the automatic search function (in Find next direction) 
this time specifying LDM VBLK as a target.  

 


